


With this exuberant collection of signed limited editions, 
illuminated wall art and sculpture, Yuvi redefines the art of the 

street in his own distinctive language.    

Yuvi has a gift for communication which is bound up with his 
love of colour, his positive personality, and his warm-hearted 

attitude to the people around him. The animation and vibrancy 
in each of his works takes us straight back to the streets which 

inspired them and has won him exhibitions and admirers in 
places as diverse as New York and New Delhi.

MOSAIC OF LIFE



Limited

MOSAIC OF 
dreams
Hand embellished Mixed media 
Edition of 95   
Artwork Size: 58 x 40”
£1,750

Each image features one of the world’s 
most beloved icons, taking centre stage 
in a world where pop art and pattern, 
playing cards and patriotism create a 
controlled explosion of colour. 

editions



TRUE LOVE

Hand embellished Mixed media 
Edition of 95   
Artwork Size: 44 x 30”
£995



GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

Hand embellished LED Edition of 95   
 Artwork Size: 30 x 27”

£1,495

These spectacular mixed media collector’s
editions include an LED element which

ensures that they light up the room.

LED

editions



FEELING THE GOOD VIBES

Hand embellished LED Edition of 95   
Artwork Size: 22 x 28”

£1,495



LOVE ALWAYS WINS

Hand embellished LED Edition of 95   
Artwork Size: 22 x 28”

£1,495



ORIGINAL

These colourful mixed media tributes to the patriotic 
symbolism of the British Lion are hand finished by the 

artist and make a spectacular impact in any interior.

Contact us to enquire about the full range of breath-
taking sculpture available from Yuvi.

SCULPTURES

Crowned Lion - Marilyn VI

Original Sculpture
5 x 13”
£1,495



Crowned Lion 
- The Queen, 
Bowie

Original Sculpture
5 x 13”
£1,495



Crowned Lion - Marilyn III

Original Sculpture
5 x 13”
£1,495






